A Guerrilla Odyssey
Modernization, Secularism, Democracy, and the Fadai Period of National Liberation in Iran, 1971 Iran, -1979 
Peyman Vahabzadeh
A Guerrilla Odyssey offers a critique of various aspects of the Fadai's theories of national liberation in an attempt to reconsider the painful relationship between modernization, secularism, and democracy in contemporary Iran. The author also makes a compelling case explaining why older, revolutionary social movements of the 1960s and 1970s have transformed into the democratic, new social movements that emerged from the 1980s onwards, in the form of today's women's, student, and youth movements in Iran. This book is a meticulously researched, engrossing narrative promising to be a major contribution to the field of Iranian history.
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The Urban Social History of the Middle East, Edited by Peter Sluglett "A foundational book in modern Middle East studies. . . . Among its many strengths is that it covers the basic issues of state, society, and city life in a way that will provide a wonderful starting point for a new generation of students and researchers." -Keith David Watenpaugh, author of
Being Modern in the Middle East
Drawing upon a treasure trove of documents and using a variety of methodologies, the contributors succeed in providing a significant overview of the ways in which Middle Eastern cities can be studied, as well as an excellent introduction to current literature in the field. Samira Aghacy "At last a study of gender relations in the Middle East that is focused, not on women but men and concepts of masculinity, and not on fiction by only women novelists but by both men and women." -Rasheed El-Enany, University of Exeter This book offers an exploration of masculinity in the literature of the Arab East (Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine, Syria, and Iraq) in the context of a specific set of anxieties about gender roles and sexuality in Arab societies. Samira Aghacy's rich analysis presents gender relations not within a fixed biological mold, but rather as a complex phenomenon fraught with ambivalence and operating within particular historical and geopolitical settings. This groundbreaking work reveals the volatile nature of masculinity and its inextricability from femininity. The essays in this collection examine issues of gender, family, and law in the Middle East and South Asia. In particular, the authors address the impact of colonialism on law, family, and gender relations; the role of religious politics in writing family law and the implications for gender relations; and the tension between international standards emerging from UN conferences and conventions and various nationalist projects. Employing the frame of globalization, the authors highlight how local and global forces interact and influence the experience and actions of people who engage with the law. Egypt, 1800 Egypt, -1985 Drawing upon published journal reports and newspaper articles, Mariscotti explores the tensions between upper-class harem women and lower-class women. The author describes the way in which elite feminism created a concept of womanhood that fed into the nationalist cultural ideal, one that was not necessarily progressive for all Egyptian women. The first to emphasize the class conflict among women, this book makes an invaluable contribution to the fields of women's studies and Middle East studies. 
Race and Arab Americans Before and After 9/11 From Invisible Citizens to Visible Subjects
Edited by Amaney Jamal and Nadine Naber "A volume with a consistent theme-the 'racialization process' of Arab Americans after 9/11-and a rich discursive analysis of 'whiteness,' 'blackness,' and 'otherization." -Choice "As a crucial addition to the field of Arab American studies, Race and Arab Americans Before and After 9/11 also promises to critically expand the fields of ethnic studies, American studies, and Middle East studies by theorizing the dynamic intersections between race, nation, citizenship, religion, class, gender, and discourses of 'civilization' in relation to Arab The Man Who Guarded the Bomb
Stories

Gregory Orfalea
Spanning continents and a century, the stories center on the salve that human relationships offer. In "The Chandelier" a boy desperate to feed his starving family hauls a stolen chandelier over a snowy mountain in Lebanon during WWI. A young Mexican nurse and her lover wind their way through eighteenth-century California missions in "Fabiola." Against the backdrop of the September 11 attacks, an Arab American man is thrown from a bus, echoing past racial discriminations, in "Get Off the Bus."
With a poet's ear and a historian's keen eye for detail, Orfalea offers readers beautifully crafted stories filled with flawed yet irresistible characters rendered with great tenderness and aching complexity. Like the author of this remarkable collection of thirteen linked stories, the protagonist, Nadia, was born and raised in Egypt, educated in England, and immigrated to the United States. Told with compassion and clarity, Serageldin's stories reveal one woman's exploration of identity, finding it in both the sweeping backdrop of Egyptian history and the quotidian exchanges with friends and family. Poems, 1956 Poems, -1996 Probing, wide-ranging, brimming with passion and outrage, Melhem's eighth collection of poems grips the reader with accounts of individual triumphs and the ongoing catastrophic conflicts of our world. The author draws on her years as a painter and sculptor to bring a distinct visual and tactile quality to her poetry.
Paper $9.95 978-0-8156-0976-6
Bread Alone
Kim Jensen "In a time of news about war we can only reflect the devastation of others….Here we arrive at just such a landscape, but perhaps because it is a woman's terrain, we are at least given bread."-Fanny Howe, awardwinning poet and author of On the Ground The literature of the Turks is among the oldest of living literatures. Over nearly twelve centuries, it has survived in many continents and regions, expressing itself in a diversity of languages and scripts and remaining receptive to external influences as it maintains its intrinsic impetus for renewal.
The Journal of Turkish Literature (JTL) encompasses the literary output of the Turks in Asia, the Middle East, the Balkans, and elsewhere. This issue includes a highly significant article by the immanent scholar Prof. Halil Inalcik about the origins of classical Ottoman literature and essays by Robert Dankoff and Dilek Doltas. 
